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Foreword
Hello and welcome to my portfolio. I’ve put this document together to showcase select written
and edited work from my career. Given the length of some pieces, I hope the table of contents
included above will prove useful for navigating to specific sections.

Under Written Work, you will find a variety of content including short-form landing pages, mid- to
long-form blog posts, several pieces documenting processes and best practices, and one
feature-length blog article. In most cases, I have included only the text of each piece of content,
but I have also provided a link to the live page or published post where possible.

In the Edited Work section, I’ve chosen to include excerpts from pieces I’ve edited in a
before-and-after format. Each entry has a brief overview explaining my approach to that piece.
There is also a link to the final, published draft.

All of the work included here is from my time as a Content Writer and Senior Content Editor at
Reunion Marketing. If you are interested in seeing some looser, less formal output from me, my
personal blog is linked at the top.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-f-heathcote/


Written Work

Landing Pages

Civic vs. Corolla comparison page - Fred Anderson Toyota
View live page
-
The compact sedan segment is dominated and has been dominated for years by two
nameplates: The Civic and the Corolla. If you’re looking for a small 4-door vehicle, chances are
you’re considering one of these models. How do they match up in their current iterations? Let’s
find out.

2021 Honda Civic vs. 2021 Toyota Corolla

Performance
● The base 2021 Corolla sports a smaller 1.8L 4-cylinder engine compared to the base

2021 Civic’s 2.0L 4-cylinder engine, but both cars were rated with an estimated 33
combined mpg from the EPA. With Toyota, you can do more with less.

● The Civic has a 12.4-gallon gas tank while the Corolla tops out at 13.2 gallons to a tank
giving you more opportunity to beat your expected mileage.

Technology
● Only the new Corolla offers standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto on its base trim.

To get smartphone integration in the Civic, you have to pay a premium.
● Similarly, a smart key is available for the base trim of the 2021 Corolla, but the same

technology requires an upgrade (and an upsell) on the Civic.

Safety
● The Corolla offers drivers the option for a blind spot warning sensor on the base LE

model. The comparable Civic LX is missing this feature.
● In this compact duel, only Toyota offers a standard driver-side knee airbag.

Test Drive the 2021 Toyota Corolla in Raleigh, NC
We’ve laid out what we think is a compelling case for the 2021 Corolla above, and we didn’t
even mention the 24-month/unlimited mileage roadside assistance policy that comes with the
car. For two similarly tremendous vehicles, the new Corolla continues to edge out the Civic in
overall value.

https://www.fredandersontoyota.com/corolla-civic-comparison.htm


See for yourself what Toyota has to offer when you visit our dealership in Raleigh, North
Carolina, and take a 2021 Toyota Corolla for a test drive. You can find this model in our
inventory of new Toyota cars for sale. Get in touch with us if you have questions or want to know
more about this model.

Jeep Wave Customer Care page - Cox CDJR
View live page
-
Every Jeep owner should know how to do the Jeep Wave, just like every Jeep owner should
know about the Jeep Wave® Customer Care Program. This premium benefits program rewards
the passion of anyone who drives a Jeep, whether they drive a Wrangler or a Grand Cherokee.

The package includes a number of incentives designed to reduce the stress and costs of
owning a vehicle. These are a few of the benefits.

What’s Included in the Jeep Wave® Customer Care Program?

Worry-Free Maintenance With No Hidden Cost
Your first three oil changes and tire rotations during the first 36 months you own your Jeep are
covered when you bring your vehicle to an authorized service center like ours.

Vehicle Protection, Wherever You Are
Driving a Jeep means having the confidence to go anywhere, and your confidence is
guaranteed by:

● No-charge, same-day vehicle rental for routine maintenance
● Trip interruption coverage up to $1,000 per incident
● 24/7 roadside assistance for the duration of your powertrain limited warranty

Dedicated Owner Support, 24/7
For any questions you have or if you need to schedule service, the customer hotline at
1-844-JEEP-WAVE is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Email and live chat options are
also available through the official Jeep website.

You’re a VIP in Jeep’s Eyes
Jeep is a community that spans the nation, and as a member of the Jeep Wave program, you
get exclusive VIP treatment at events all around the country.

https://www.fredandersontoyota.com/2021-toyota-corolla-raleigh-nc.htm?&sd_xdinfo=TOYOTA%7CDEALERDOTCOM%7C32097%7Cf67bc56f-2fa8-4018-88fe-56c09ac8e02e%7C3919dd1c-faa6-485b-81fb-5625f859f1f8%7C1604601185313%7C%7Ctoyota%7CT3
https://www.fredandersontoyota.com/new-inventory/index.htm
https://www.coxcdjr.com/jeep-wave-customer-care/
https://www.coxcdjr.com/service-department/


Sign Up for Jeep Wave® Customer Care in Burlington, NC
Owners of new Jeep vehicles are automatically enrolled in Jeep Wave. If you own a 2016 to
2020 model year Jeep, you can call Cox Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM to find out if you’re eligible
for the program. For more information on benefits and eligibility, visit the official website.

Dr. Andy Harris bio - Dynamic Health
View live page
-
Dr. Andy Harris graduated from Southwestern Oklahoma State University in 1997 with a degree in
Biology. He went on to earn his doctorate from Palmer College of Chiropractic in 2001.

Dr. Harris has long held a passion for the natural healing arts after a chiropractor helped him
overcome a back injury during undergrad. The experience and interaction changed his view of
healthcare, inspiring him to become a chiropractor himself.

Originally from Texas, Dr. Harris has previously practiced at multiple locations prior to joining the
team at Dynamic Health in Charlotte. Our integrated approach to medicine gives him an
opportunity to collaborate with other chiropractors and healthcare professionals while helping
more patients, fulfilling his personal mission to provide the best possible healthcare options to
others.

When he’s not practicing, Dr. Harris enjoys exploring nature via boating, camping, and hiking.
He and his wife, Rachel, have 8 children, which keeps them on their toes and makes every
evening meal an event to look forward to.

Return

Blog Posts

How People Read Your Content: 3 Natural Barriers to Readability -
Reunion Marketing
View published post (Note: This website has been updated since publication, removing
individual contributor bylines and altering the CSS.)
-
If you want people to read your content, it makes sense that you should understand how they
read in the first place.

We already know that people looking for information online skim rather than read word for word.
From SERPs to each blog post and landing page they end up on, your audience is only
looking for the answer to their question.

https://www.coxcdjr.com/new-jeep-models-burlington-nc/
https://www.jeep.com/jeep-wave.html
https://dynamichealthcarolinas.com/dr-andy-harris/
https://reunionmarketing.com/how-people-read-content-readability-barriers/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/6-content-writing-tips-readability-conversion/


I wanted to know if there was a reason for this behavior. Knowing more about how we read
seems like a good idea to learn how we should write in order to guarantee success for us and
our clients.

Based on what I learned, I’ve picked out three natural barriers to readability on the web. I then
paired each of these points of friction with some of the best practices we use to make content
more readable.

How Do People Read?

Reading is not fluid.
The way we read is different from the way we were taught.

When you were small, your parents or a teacher might have told you to point your finger at the
words and follow it across the page. Word by word, line by line, children are encouraged to
follow their fingers. Maybe you think that’s how your eyes move while reading – smooth and
steady down the line, one word at a time.

Not quite.

In an excerpt from her 2011 book 100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People, Dr.
Susan Weinschenk explains what happens when you look at words.

While reading, your eyes make a series of jumps with short stops in between. The jumps are
known as saccades. The stops are called fixations.

These movements happen so fast that they’re imperceptible. During a saccade, you actually
can’t see anything. It’s only during the fixations that you see the letters in front of you.

Each saccade moves your eyes between 7 and 9 characters, but you pick up more letters in
your peripheral vision. That means you see about 15 letters at one time. Your eyes will also look
backward every so often to re-read words and letters, adding to your understanding of the
sentence as you go.

So reading isn’t a fluid motion. It’s a process that takes place within fractions of a second. Your
eyes don’t follow the line, they jump along it like the guide on old sing-along videos. The way
you comprehend text is also gradual, and anything that interrupts your concentration will impede
your comprehension.

Use words your audience knows.

http://www.graphics.com/article-old/how-people-read


While reading, each jump of our eyes builds on our understanding of what we’re reading. By
using words that are familiar to the reader, you can help them understand what they’re reading
faster.

This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use big words. Extra syllables aren’t a problem if you have a
reasonable expectation that your reader has seen the word before. If you have any doubt, either
define the word quickly, or use a different word.

You should avoid elevated diction, flowery language, and obscure turns of phrase. Anything that
could make someone tilt their head and go “Huh?” — or worse, roll their eyes — should be
edited out of your content.

Be careful not to use words that are familiar in a bad way. You don’t want to slip into using tired
promotional language that will slow readers down and make them skeptical.

Reading text on a screen is harder than reading print.
While reading print, our eyes don’t have to do any extra work to stay focused. But as a web
content writer, the chances of the content you write making it to somebody in print are low.
Before you so much as choose a font or layout, let alone the actual substance of your content,
the digital medium is making your text harder to read.

The images displayed on the screen of your computer, tablet, or phone aren’t stable. They’re
being refreshed at a constant rate, emitting light in the process. In the short term, that instability
places a hurdle between users and your content.

In the long term, other hurdles start to line up, such as the angle at which someone looks at a
screen, the distance they view the screen from, and known or unknown vision impairments the
user might suffer from. Compounded, these factors can lead to what the American Optometric
Association calls computer vision syndrome.

So, on top of your eyes jumping around as part of the process of reading, the words you’re
trying to read aren’t even stable. Your eyes have to work harder, which means it’s harder to
concentrate.

Be concise.

This is tricky. You can’t stop someone in the middle of reading your content and say “Do your
eyes need a rest?” That would interfere with the goal of your content, whether you’re trying to
stimulate intent or make a conversion.

The best solution is to rein in your word count. Get to your point as fast as possible, and don’t
give your reader a chance to get distracted.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-users-read-on-the-web/
https://www.aoa.org/patients-and-public/caring-for-your-vision/protecting-your-vision/computer-vision-syndrome?sso=y#1
https://www.aoa.org/patients-and-public/caring-for-your-vision/protecting-your-vision/computer-vision-syndrome?sso=y
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/reunion-marketing-no-longer-digital-marketing-agency/


You can also experiment with varied content. High-quality graphics can communicate your
message in a way that’s easier for users to process, and relevant videos can capture a viewer’s
attention without requiring as much focus as text-based content.

Longform content has its place, and SEOs will tell you it performs better, but it’s important to
keep your goals in mind. I’m planning to go in depth on long vs. short content in a future post.

Reading online makes it harder to read. Period.
Literacy is a learned skill – it’s not in our DNA. As with any skill, the way you practice contributes
to your technique.

In a 2014 article, The Washington Post reported that researchers are growing concerned that
the way we read on the internet is having an impact on how we read altogether.

Think about how people read online. Think about how we’ve said they consume your content.
They skim and scan, hunting only for the details they need. A user can land on a page, jump
from paragraph to paragraph, scroll up and down, and bounce between images, links, and
videos. Then they hit the back button, and they’re off, searching for the next page that will fail to
capture their attention.

Academics refer to this as non-linear reading, and they’ve done studies showing it interferes
with our ability to perform linear reading. We’ve trained ourselves to hunt down specific
information, and that can backfire once we get our hands on something we want to read to
completion.

If you read the Post’s article in full, you might come away thinking this is some kind of literacy
crisis, but that’s not the point I’m trying to make. I’m concerned with what we talk about when we
talk about readability.

When we say readers prefer shorter sentences, it’s also because extended reading online
makes it harder for them to read longer sentences. Readers are more receptive to simple syntax
because they struggle to parse more complex structure.

Simplify your organization.

After the first point, I talked about using the right words. The key to supporting non-linear
readers is to use the right structure.

If someone is jumping around the page trying to find what they’re looking for, you need to make
it obvious where they should look. There are some basic techniques you can use to achieve
this. I’ve touched on some of these before, but they’re worth reviewing:

● Use clear subheadings.
● Include bold text and hyperlinks.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/serious-reading-takes-a-hit-from-online-scanning-and-skimming-researchers-say/2014/04/06/088028d2-b5d2-11e3-b899-20667de76985_story.html?utm_term=.2a2e9a0a96e4


● Offer one idea per paragraph.
● Lead with the most important information.
● Create bulleted lists when they serve the content well.

Making sure your site is organized and easy to navigate will also keep your readers from
bouncing. The easier your pages flow together, the more likely you are to convert.

Conclusion
As content writers focused on marketing ourselves and our clients, we have to identify these
natural friction points if we want to overcome them. SEOs know all about the path someone
takes getting to our content. We ought to understand the path they take getting through it.

If you’re looking for more advice on how readability can help you convert, check out my previous
post on the subject. If you’re more interested in SEO content writing practices, I’ve also put
together two lists, here and here, of the Google ranking factors every content writer should
know.

Why You Have to See What MAX Digital Is Bringing to NADA 2020 -
MAX Digital
View published post

The 2020 NADA Show Expo is fast approaching, and MAX Digital will be on-site in Las Vegas
with the full spread of our digital solutions for your dealership’s needs.

As we kick off 2020 with a relatively flat new car sales outlook vs. 2019, NADA is a crucial
resource to help your dealership continue growing and improving in a potentially flat market.

If you are a car dealer, there’s no better show to attend for education on current trends,
networking with peers, and hands-on time with the latest innovations in automotive retailing. Not
to mention, you’ll be face to face with leaders in the industry who represent your franchise.

The event runs February 14-17 with education and events taking place Friday through Monday,
and the main expo is open from Saturday to Monday.

Of course, every dealer in attendance will be looking for the hottest tips and technology to
improve their merchandising process. MAX Digital has exactly what you’re looking for.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/presenting-bulleted-lists/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/free-digital-analysis/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/content-marketing/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/6-content-writing-tips-readability-conversion/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/6-content-writing-tips-readability-conversion/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/11-important-google-ranking-factors-need-know-content-writing/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/8-google-ranking-factors-know-content-writing/
https://maxdigital.com/blog/nada-2020-must-sees/
https://show.nada.org/2020/AboutShow/
https://static.ed.edmunds-media.com/unversioned/img/industry-center/insights/2020-automotive-trends.pdf


MAX Digital Is a Must See at NADA 2020
If you’ve been to past NADA shows, you know our booth is an experience you don’t want to
miss. We’re excited to say that MAX Digital at NADA 2020 will be the best and most informative
spot on the show floor. Look us up for:

● Live Product Demos Featuring a Lamborghini Aventador: We’re showcasing our
latest digital solution, MAX BDC, with a look at the features on this exotic car.

● Research and Data Direct From MAX Digital: Thanks to our partnerships with more
than 400 dealers around the country, we have brand new findings on digital retailing,
pricing and appraisals, and more. Be among the first people to see our new report.

● Enjoy Refreshments on Us: We’ve got coffee every morning and an open bar every
afternoon, so we hope you’ll stop by for a drink and a chat.

Demo New Products From MAX
The highlight of our display this year is MAX BDC, a new retailing tool that will empower and
arm your BDC staff in new and exciting ways. MAX BDC is fast, transparent, stunningly-clean
and above all else helpful for dealers. Your BDC staff will have a huge advantage when they are
using MAX BDC. Suddenly all of the information available about a vehicle online is at their
fingertips.

What Every Content Writer Should Know About Anchor Text - Reunion
Marketing
View published post (Note: This website has been updated since publication, removing
individual contributor bylines and altering the CSS. Additionally, some of the images are
broken.)
-
SEO doesn’t come naturally to me. As a content writer working in this industry, I’ve had to learn a
lot on the fly, and I get through each day by asking lots of questions. Here’s one that’s been on my
mind lately:

How should I optimize anchor text within the content I write and edit?

As usual, I ask around the electric Google machine and end up with a lot of answers. A lot of
lengthy answers (Most of y’all never say in 10 words what you can say in 100). But did I find the
answer I was looking for?

I think so. Let me summarize.

What is anchor text?
You should be able to recognize anchor text even if you didn’t know that’s what it was called. To
the naked eye browsing the web, it usually appears in blue type with an underline, like so.
Anchor text is what we call words that have a link attached to them.

https://maxdigital.com/nada-2020/
http://maxdigital.com/max-bdc
https://reunionmarketing.com/every-content-writer-know-anchor-text/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/blog/


More explicitly, anchor text is any string of characters contained between the <a href> HTML
tags. Example:

<a href=www.reunionmarketing.com>Hey, I’m anchor text.</a>

Clicking on anchor text takes you to whichever web page you’ve attached to it, and that makes it a
powerful resource for your content and for search engines like Google.

How does anchor text affect my website’s ranking?
Web crawlers can read your anchor text to determine the subject matter and relevancy of the
page you’re linking to.

In some cases, anchor text does a better job of describing what a page is than the page itself.

This is important for reasons I don’t want to spend that much time on — others have done a much
better job explaining it. They’ve even done actual experiments and studies, as is the case with
David McSweeney of Ahrefs. You should read his article “A Date Driven Guide to Anchor Text
(And Its Impact On SEO)” for a detailed breakdown on this subject.

If you skip down to his conclusion, you’ll see that, with some necessary caveats, McSweeney
finds that keyword rich anchor text is still a ranking factor.

“Still?” you might ask. “When was it not?”

First, let’s brush up on some vocab. Then we’ll need a quick history lesson. Don’t let anyone tell
you that content writing isn’t interdisciplinary.

Different Types of Anchor Text
Consider a piece of content. There’s lots of words on a page, and depending on which ones you
attach a link to, you might be using one of several different kinds of anchor text.

Below are definitions for the most prevalent anchors along with an example. The target keyword
for these examples is “digital marketing.”

Branded
If you embed your link within the name of your company or your client, that counts as branded
anchor text.

EX: “Assess your digital marketing with the Reunion Marketing quiz.”

Generic
This is anchor text devoid of keywords or other information. Think of unspecific phrases like “Go
here,” “click here,” “this article,” or “this website.”

https://ahrefs.com/blog/anchor-text/
https://ahrefs.com/blog/anchor-text/
https://ahrefs.com/blog/anchor-text/#section6
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/assess-digital-marketing/


EX: “Click here to learn more about how we use SEO for digital marketing.”

Naked URLs
The most zen of all anchor text, a naked URL is a link anchored to itself.

EX: “Visit www.reunionmarketing.com for more info on our data-driven approach to digital
marketing.”

Long tail anchors
If you’re familiar with long tail keywords, this one should be straightforward. It’s a link anchored to
a phrase that is longer than four words.

EX: “Digital marketing combines analytics and high quality content creation to isolate and
communicate your business’s value propositions.”

LSI anchors
Latent Semantic Indexing is what Google uses to come up with the list of keywords under
“Searches related to [keyword]” at the bottom of every SERP. LSI anchors are anchors that
contain those related keywords.

EX: “We’re able to provide even better results when we incorporate PPC advertising into our
digital marketing strategy.”

Partial Match/Phrase Match
Anchor text is considered a partial match when it contains your target keyword.

EX: “Your company’s digital marketing plan will benefit from positive social media engagement.”

Exact Match
An exact match anchor is a link attached to your target keyword and nothing else. This is the
most important kind of anchor text to keep in mind going forward.

EX: “Get in touch with us for a free analysis and find out how Reunion can grow your digital
marketing efforts.”

Anchor Text According to Google
Quick history lesson: Google’s ranking algorithm used to be heavily predicated on anchor text. It
used anchors to determine what a web page was about, and it used the number of matching
anchors to assign greater weight to that page’s ranking. That’s why exact match anchor text used
to be so powerful.

http://www.reunionmarketing.com/search-engine-optimization/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/search-engine-optimization/content-marketing/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/paid-search-management/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/social-media-marketing/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/free-digital-analysis/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/free-digital-analysis/


While this method helped Google break away in the early days of search engines, it had to be
changed after people learned how to exploit it.

Enter Penguin, the 2012 update to Google’s search algorithm designed to penalize webspam.
When this update dropped, sites that relied on exact match and other types of keyword-rich
anchors saw their pagerank take a major hit.

On his site, Nathan Gotch gives a step-by-step breakdown of how Penguin assesses your site
when building your link profile. In his words, “Exact match anchor text + keyword-rich optimization
= Penguin penalty.”

The way Google ranks and indexes pages now, you don’t want a large percentage of links
pointing to your site anchored to text that is an exact match for the keywords you SEO for.
Different people recommend different numbers. McSweeney suggests 2% of your anchors be
exact match, with 30% phrase match. Shane Barker at SEMrush urges even more caution with
less than 1% exact match and a greater focus on branded anchor text instead.

Neil Patel and Brian Dean (a name you should recognize if you’ve read my previous posts),
discuss how you can analyze your link profile and anchor text distribution in their “Advanced
Guide to Link Building.” You can gain a better understanding of what your anchor text distribution
should look like by researching the top sites in your industry. It’s definitely something you want to
think about if you’re more on the SEO side of business or if you’re managing a website on your
own.

How does anchor text affect content writing?
What about content writers, though? What does this have to do with us?

Context is king. Knowing the part anchor text plays in the ranking and SEO game will help you
create more focused content, to the benefit of you and your clients.

My original question was about optimizing anchor text within my content. While I didn’t find all the
answers I was looking for in one place, I do want to drill down to some points that every content
writer should keep in mind.

Tips for Optimizing Anchor Text
Remember to Write Readable Content First
We’ve touched on this before, but people don’t read your content. They skim it. For that reason,
you should think less about what words you anchor your links to and more about where you
anchor links on a page.

When a reader scans your piece, they start at the top and will move down through each section,
checking each heading for the question they’re asking. Then they scan that section for the
answer. If you want to lead someone deeper into your website, make the answer anchor text for
the next page you want them to visit.

https://www.quicksprout.com/the-advanced-guide-to-link-building-chapter-1/
http://searchengineland.com/google-launches-update-targeting-webspam-in-search-results-119295
https://www.gotchseo.com/anchor-text/
https://ahrefs.com/blog/anchor-text/#section6
https://ahrefs.com/blog/anchor-text/#section6
https://www.semrush.com/blog/what-is-anchor-text-and-how-can-i-optimize-it/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/11-important-google-ranking-factors-need-know-content-writing/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/8-google-ranking-factors-know-content-writing/
https://www.quicksprout.com/the-advanced-guide-to-link-building-chapter-1/
https://www.quicksprout.com/the-advanced-guide-to-link-building-chapter-1/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/6-content-writing-tips-readability-conversion/


Each major section of a piece of content should have some kind of link. You should also make
sure you frontload the most important links just in case your reader never makes it to the bottom
of the page anyway.

Use Long Tail Anchors for Internal Links
Internal linking is part of the bread and butter of SEO, but you don’t want to use exact match or
partial match anchors on your website. Using a keyword-rich anchor that close to home can make
for a fishy-looking link profile.

Instead, you can use long tail anchors to spread your keywords out. That means instead of
anchoring a link to “assess digital marketing,” I would go with “Let us assess your digital
marketing and give you a free website analysis.”

Key note from MOZ: Google only cares about the first anchor text you use for a link on a given
page. That means if you use the same link twice on one page, Google won’t count the second
anchor for or against you.

Don’t Link to Toxic Sites
No matter what the anchor text says, if Google finds a link to a site it considers harmful, it could
mean bad news for you. Be careful that your external links point to relevant, reputable websites.

Tighten Up Your URLs and Slugs
Thinking about anchor text should give you another reason to optimize your web page URLs and
the slugs on your blog posts. Google uses anchor text to decide what a page is about, but readers
will make similar judgments.

Someone hovering over a link is going to expect the anchor text and the URL to be similar. Make
sure the URLs on your site are accurate and succinct.

Keep it Simple
At the end of it all, I return to Google’s Webmaster Guidelines:

“Make pages primarily for users, not for search engines … Don’t deceive your users.”

Your readers have questions, and you (hopefully) have answers. The anchor text itself matters a
lot less than making those answers easy to find. Don’t overthink it – just focus on the
fundamentals.

Return
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Documentation

H1 Best Practices - Reunion Marketing

What is an h1?
H1 tags are HTML elements that designate the page’s headline. They typically appear at the top
of a page in the <body> section.

For our purposes, we can refer to h1s and headlines interchangeably.

What makes a good h1?
A solid h1 should:

Stand out.
The h1 should be prominently featured at or near the top of the page. You want the first thing
your user reads when the page loads to be your headline.

By default, h1s are the largest heading HTML allows.

Each page should only have one headline. Having more than one can confuse the reader, and it
can also confuse search engines that crawl h1s to determine ranking. Content should feature
additional headings for organization and readability, but these subsequent headings should use
h2 and h3 tags as needed.

H1s and meta titles are not interchangeable. See the Meta Titles best practices for more
information on how to differentiate these.

Example:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18w88rHGNWV1Haom3zfzkN5qqUcgaI4cses29T3hWj24


This h1 is the first thing you see when the page loads.

Explain what the page is and match the user’s intent.
If the headline is the first thing a user reads, it needs to tell the user that they are in the right
place, whether they have navigated there from search results or elsewhere on your site.

Use your h1 to describe either:

● The action the user will take
● The information a user will receive

Align h1s with the intent that led the user to that page. If the headline misses the mark on what
the user wants to do on the page, they are likely to bounce off of it without converting.

Examples:

The action expected on this page is clearly stated.

Use keywords strategically.



Include your focus keyword for the page in the h1. You can either use the exact focus keyword,
or you can use a long-tail variation of that keyword to target more focused searches.

While you want to use your keyword, make sure that your headline is still readable. Don’t
compromise the user experience for the sake of SEO.

Example:

This both tells you exactly what the page is about and works in the keyword “Digital Showroom.”

Be a reasonable length.
H1s don’t have character-length limits like meta titles and meta descriptions. That doesn’t mean
people don’t have recommendations.

If the h1 is too short, you’re not making the most of one of the best opportunities to talk to a
user. If it’s too long, you probably aren’t clearly communicating what your page is about, and the
user will see through that.

It’s been suggested that an h1 between 20-70 characters hits the sweet spot, but this isn’t a
hard and fast rule.

Example:

This gives the page intent with the h1 and uses text to further explain what the user will find.



Further Reading
You can find more information and ideas for improving h1s in the following articles:

“Can a H1 Tag Improve My SEO?” — WebFX
- Scroll down to “How Can I Use a H1 Tag for SEO.”

“What’s the difference between an H1 heading and the SEO title?” — Marieke van de Rakt |
Yoast

“How to Create the Perfect H1 Tag for SEO” — Neil Patel

Editorial Guidelines (Excerpt) - Reunion Marketing

Additional Style Rules
Abbreviations
Acronyms and initialisms are fine to use provided they have been spelled out first. Include the
abbreviation next to the full phrase in parentheses on first use.

Example:
This model is available with all-wheel drive (AWD) and hot donuts. AWD is standard on the
Sweet trim and above.

Note: In some cases it may be advantageous to include the abbreviation next to the full phrase
even when that is the only instance on a given page (e.g. CPO).

Exception: State names should be spelled out on first use within running text, but they do not
require a parentheses clarifying the abbreviation.

Ad copy
Prioritize fitting keywords into compelling copy that makes sense when writing ad copy. All other
rules of style are relaxed. Just be consistent.

Engines
When writing about a car’s engine or engine options, follow these rules and formatting:

● #-cylinder. Never write out the number for engines (e.g. four-cylinder).
○ This rule also applies to transmissions.

● V6, V8, etc. are never hyphenated.
● For displacement, always use L for the unit, e.g. 1.5L.
● Turbocharged and supercharged are one word, never hyphenated.

○ Note that certain branded engines connote a specific type of aspiration by
default. For example, “turbocharged EcoBoost” is redundant.

● It’s usually not necessary to list the valvetrain (e.g. DOHC) unless the content calls for
detailed discussion of the engine.

https://www.webfx.com/internet-marketing/can-H1-improve-SEO.html
https://yoast.com/whats-the-difference-between-an-h1-heading-and-the-seo-title/
https://neilpatel.com/blog/h1-tag/


As often as possible, engine qualities should be written in the following order:

[Horsepower] [Displacement] [Aspiration] [Branding] [Configuration] engine

Example:
“The new Ford Explorer is available with a 375-hp 3.5L EcoBoost V6 engine.”

Note that it is almost certainly more readable to disperse these qualities throughout a sentence
rather than list them all at once in this manner. This rule and example are here for the sake of
demonstration. The minimum that most users will expect to see is the engine’s configuration and
horsepower.

Exclamation points
Avoid.

Hyperlinks
In general, do not include end punctuation in the anchor text of a hyperlink.

● Before: Call today to set up an appointment, or schedule your next visit online.
● After: Call today to set up an appointment, or schedule your next visit online.

The exception to this rule is when hyperlinking an address within a sentence. Not linking the
punctuation might make the reader think the sentence is ending where it doesn’t, which can
create confusion.

● Before: You have to rock down to Electric Ave. before you take it higher.
● After: You have to rock down to Electric Ave. before you take it higher.

Numbers
In general, numbers above 10 and below 1 million should always be written as numerals.
Numbers 1 through 9 should also be written as numerals where they represent factual
information that is relevant to users. Editors have broad discretion when interpreting this rule.

Trademarks
For trademarked items, follow the styling of the original to the letter. For registered trademarks,
use the ® symbol. For all others, use either ™ or SM, whichever applies.

Pay attention to whether the source uses the symbol in every mention of the trademarked word
or phrase or if they only use it on the first mention and follow their example.

Trademark symbols should appear inside of all punctuation. If a trademarked item has to appear
in plural or is shown to take possession of something, it’s preferable to rewrite the sentence to
avoid awkward styling.

● Before: Outdoor enthusiasts love their BMW SAV®’s versatility on the road.
● After: Outdoor enthusiasts love the versatility their BMW SAV® brings to the road.

https://i.imgur.com/lvWCLgG.png
https://i.imgur.com/DM8HOUV.gif
https://i.imgur.com/Cf7FY78.jpg
https://i.imgur.com/LT4GuFu.gif
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/web-writing-show-numbers-as-numerals/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/web-writing-show-numbers-as-numerals/


Warranties
When discussing vehicle warranty information, any of the below are acceptable formatting:

● Your new Kia comes with America’s best powertrain warranty, lasting for 10 years or
100,000 miles, whichever comes first.

● The 2017 Honda Accord comes with a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty.
● 3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited Warranty (title case)

Read the complete document here.

Meta Description Best Practices - Reunion Marketing

Summary (tl;dr)
Reunion Marketing meta descriptions meet these criteria:

● 125-160 characters long
● Descriptive, persuasive, inspire curiosity
● Contain keywords and related keywords

Additionally, our meta descriptions are specific to the section of the sales funnel they pertain to:
● High funnel = stimulus = informative/educational
● Low funnel = intent = action/opportunity

What is a meta description?
A meta description is a summary of a webpage. It appears in SERPs beneath the page’s blue
clickable link (H1/meta title) and green URL.

Meta descriptions are also referred to as snippets.

What does a meta description do?
For search engines, meta descriptions do little. Google has said on more than one occasion
that a page’s meta description has no direct effect on its page rank. The contents of a meta
description don’t have direct influence, either.

For example, putting geographic information in the meta description for a webpage wouldn’t
have a direct effect on how that page ranks in local search results. Google pulls that information
from elsewhere.

For people, meta descriptions do a lot. A good meta description gives users an accurate
summary of the webpage it is attached to. Keywords and other search terms that are shared
between the user’s query and the meta description stand out in boldface font, drawing the user’s
attention to the page. A meta description that promises to answer the user’s question on the
page will also garner more attention.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y_UuQulP4bi9-yLmhKOffAmpYwd3VE4V0SadF7v1CoE/edit?usp=sharing


The better the meta description, the better the clickthrough rate. CTR has a direct effect on
pagerank, which means meta descriptions can give an indirect boost to your ranking.

What makes a good meta description?
Based on everything we’ve read, we’ve come up with the following criteria.

Character Length
● Meta descriptions should be between 125-160 characters long.
● For desktop, Google’s meta description length comes in at around ~160 characters, but

for mobile, it comes in at around ~130 characters. Since we’re optimizing for mobile, we
should ensure all meta descriptions are around that length (125-135 characters) but it’s
fine to go as high as 160 as long as all the most important information is at the
beginning.

● Keyboard shortcut for word/character count in Google Docs: CTRL/CMD + Shift + C.

Active Language
● Use words that are descriptive, persuasive, and that inspire curiosity. Consider what

will make a reader want to click through to the page.
● Use strong verbs and nouns. Avoid “to be” and empty words like “things” or “stuff.” Don’t

use passive voice.
● Avoid making an explicit call to action for high funnel pages without a conversion goal.

Readers can be scared off by overt promotional language.

Related Keywords
● Using related keywords in addition to the focus keyword means search engines can

highlight more of the meta description with bold text. This draws more eyes toward the
meta description, which should mean more clicks.

● It’s good to use the full text of a query or a related query for similar reasons.

What makes a bad meta description?
You can more or less take everything above and reverse it if you want an example of a bad
meta. So:

● Shorter than 125 characters or longer than 160 characters.
● Vague, wordy, cliche, stilted, passive, or otherwise poor diction.
● Uses no keywords or related words.

Any one of these will make for a “meh” meta description. More than one and it’s downright bad.

Also as a very important note, you should never use quotation marks within a meta. Doing
so will cause the search engine to truncate your meta description, which means the extra time
you spent making a good one will have been for nothing.

https://searchengineland.com/google-confirms-it-shortened-search-results-snippets-after-expanding-them-last-december-298196


Is there any reason to leave meta descriptions blank?
Moz points out that search engines will auto-populate meta descriptions using an excerpt from
your content if you forgo writing a custom meta. The reason they give for doing this is if you’re
targeting a long tail keyword (longer than three words). In that case, it could be beneficial to let
Google pull that phrase into the page’s meta by itself.

The major drawback to this is you would still need to write a description for social sharing where
your content will show up in people’s feeds without them having performed a search. This
method also underrates the ability of our writers to incorporate long tail phrases into a
compelling meta description.

Examples
The makeup of a meta description varies as you move through the sales funnel. Pages focused
on stimulus (such as blog posts) call for a more unique, tailored meta description than pages
focused on intent (such as MRPs), which might be more formulaic.

Let’s look at some examples from some of our most common page types to see how these
differ.

High Funnel (Complementary and Stimulus Content)
At the top of the funnel, we have blog posts and specialty pages created to gather stimulus
searchers. These are people focused on asking questions and looking for information. They
aren’t yet ready to make a decision or commit to a solution.

High funnel content mostly means blog posts but can also include campaign landing pages and
social landing pages, among others.

Meta descriptions for high funnel content should tell someone that this page contains what they
are searching for without necessarily giving away the answer.

● Is mouthwash safe for your child? Although it can be a great way to boost the effects of
brushing, it isn’t right for every child. Learn if your kid is ready for mouthwash from a
dentist near you.

● Once you get breast implants, how long do they last? Will you end up needing to have
them replaced after a few years? Most women are able to keep their implants for well
over 10 years. Hear what your Morehead City and Jacksonville Plastic Surgeon has to
say.

● Honda has become synonymous with reliability. And the 2017 Honda Civic and Accord
don’t disappoint. Learn about the safety and efficiency of each model.

https://moz.com/learn/seo/meta-description


● The all-new 2018 Honda Odyssey proves that cars aren’t just for the drivers. Learn
about this minivan’s multitude of kid-friendly features today.

Low Funnel (Purpose Pages)
Low funnel pages are focused on searchers with intent who can become leads or are ready to
make a purchase.

Low funnel content consists of MRPs, service-based landing pages, and any other page
designed to convert.

The meta descriptions for these pages should confirm that users have come to the right place to
act on their intent.

● Regular oil changes can help keep your Nissan running like new. Not sure if your car
needs one? Schedule an appointment with our service center to find out.

● With the 2018 Chevy Spark, you get unique style, 27.2 cu. ft. of cargo space, and
available 4G LTE Wi-Fi®. Browse our new Chevrolet models for sale.

● The 2018 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 serves as both a workhorse and a mobile office,
thanks to its durable construction, 12,500-lb. towing capacity, and well-equipped cabin.
Find yours when you shop our huge inventory of cars for sale.

● The PicoSure® aesthetic skin treatment laser removes tattoos, unwanted skin pigment,
acne scars, and wrinkles faster and more effectively. Explore this versatile skin
correcting laser at Carolinas Center for Plastic Surgery.

Conclusion
The three core concepts outlined above should establish a baseline for what a Reunion
Marketing meta description looks like. These are the ideas we need to keep in mind moving
forward and as we update older content.

Recent changes that have allowed for longer meta descriptions give us the opportunity to make
our snippets more readable. The breathing room afforded by a 300-character upper limit should
give our writers the freedom to use more natural language that has a better chance to earn
users’ clicks.

The more time and consideration given to writing a meta description, the better the result should
be. Having said that, it doesn’t make sense that we should take as long to write the meta
description for MRPs and other low funnel landing pages as it does to write the body of those
pages. The baseline focus on character count, active language, and related keywords serve the
purpose for those.

With high funnel content, such as blog posts and information-based landing pages, we can
afford to spend more time crafting unique, ideal meta descriptions. Given time and practice, this
level of quality should filter out into the rest of our content, too.



–

Updates
● 9/20/17: Included more relevant examples that illustrate how meta descriptions differ

between high and low funnel content.
● 2/2/18: Updated with new information about increased character limit and relevant

examples.
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Feature Length

Should You Write Long-form or Short-form Content? - Reunion
Marketing

Summary: Long-form content is an investment that may not be ideal for your client or
business; however, you don’t need to choose one format over the other. Formulate a
strategy based on where your goals overlap with the objectives of your audience.

Which is better: Long-form content or short-form content?

The web is full of “data-driven” answers to this question, many of which give long-form content
writing an edge. But this will always be a nuanced discussion.

For the purposes of this piece, long-form content is any piece with more than 2,000 words.
Short-form content is any piece with 1,000 words or fewer.

All that data isn’t wrong. A frequently cited study from serpIQ’s Kevin Espiritu notes that the
average length of pages on the first SERP is more than 2,000 words. The number one result in
this study, which involved more than 20,000 keywords, had over 2,400 words.

Back in 2013, Google also signaled that it could put more emphasis on longer articles through a
post on its Webmaster Central Blog by Pandu Nayak. The post says that while people look to
Google for quick answers, “up to 10% of users’ daily information needs involve learning about a
broad topic.” It then introduced a new type of search result meant to make pages covering those
in depth topics more visible. These results make heavy use of schema.org’s “article” markup, as
well as authorship markup, pagination, and prominent branding.

Moz’s John Doherty also notes a relationship between longer content and the amount of
backlinks it receives.

http://blog.serpiq.com/how-important-is-content-length-why-data-driven-seo-trumps-guru-opinions/
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2013/08/in-depth-articles-in-search-results.html
https://moz.com/blog/what-kind-of-content-gets-links-in-2012
https://moz.com/blog/what-kind-of-content-gets-links-in-2012


And then there are big-name influencers like Neil Patel who are happy to tell you about their
personal success using data from their own sites. Patel boasts that all of his content is in the
neighborhood of 4,000 words, and his website gets 100,000 visitors a month.

Ok, so that settles it right? Long-form or bust? Not so fast.

None of these people are trying to mislead you, but you can easily be misled if you’re too hasty.
Content writing is not one size fits all. You have to consider your goals and your audience when
deciding how much to write.

To decide between long-form and short-form content, let’s start by considering the pitfalls of
writing longer pieces. Then we’ll look at the basic questions you need to ask when choosing
your strategy. Finally, we’ll make our choice based on the sum of these considerations.

Is There a Downside to Going All In On Long-form Content?
When I click on an article, either from a SERP or from the home page of a website, something
reflexive happens: my eyes dart right, to the scroll bar. I wait while the page loads and watch the
bar shrink.

Depending on how small it gets, I may or may not stay on the page.

I might back out, maybe to return later when I have time enough to read such a long page, or
maybe to find a more concise answer.

There’s a study from Chartbeat that shows I’m not alone – others share my scrollbar anxiety. Of
the people who land on a given page, only 60% scroll to the halfway point. And 10% of readers
don’t scroll at all.

I’ve been over some of the reasons why this is the case in my previous post on the natural
barriers to readability that all content writers face. It’s hard for people to read digital content, and
the more they do it, the harder it gets. The internet has turned us into skimmers and scanners,
or “information foragers” as Jakob Nielsen would say.

Dr. Nielsen gives us some of the best insight into the behavior of users who are confronted with
long tracts of text. In an article, he uses a 2008 study by Harald Weinreich, et. al., to make the
following points:

● Users spend an average of 25 seconds on a given webpage, plus 4.4 seconds for every
additional 100 words on the page.

● Based on that relationship, users have enough time to read an average of 28% of the
words on a page.

● Factoring in average reader speed, that number is closer to 20% of the words on a
page.

http://neilpatel.com/blog/why-you-need-to-create-evergreen-long-form-content-and-how-to-produce-it/
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2013/06/how_people_read_online_why_you_won_t_finish_this_article.html
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/how-people-read-content-readability-barriers/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/how-people-read-content-readability-barriers/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-little-do-users-read/


For the dataset these numbers come from, the average page contains just 593 words, which is
far shorter than most of the articles published by the Nielsen Norman Group. Yet Nielsen isn’t
personally alarmed by the conclusion. He makes it clear that he has made a conscious decision
to cultivate a small readership that is dedicated to the topics he covers.

But for broader audiences, he recommends sticking to short-form content.

This is on brand for Nielsen. Recommending longer content would contradict his guidelines on
web writing, which stresses usability through scannable text and judicious editing.

So longer content is hard to read and it’s hard to get people to read it. But what about all that
data that says it performs better?

Here’s where it’s important to ask yourself what you’re trying to accomplish by writing content in
the first place.

Is Long-form the Best Approach for Your Content Strategy?

What does your business need?
There’s a tendency to extol the merits of long-form content without first considering the needs of
the client. Rand Fishkin pushes back against this tendency in a recent episode of Moz’s
“Whiteboard Friday” series.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-little-do-users-read/
https://moz.com/blog/blog-post-length-frequency
https://moz.com/blog/blog-post-length-frequency


Image Credit: Moz

Rather than accepting data from serpIQ and the like at face value, Fishkin wants us to push
back and ask important questions:

● What set of keywords does this apply to?
● Do the keywords that we care about, that we’re targeting, have similar results?

If a data set is broad and inclusive, then the results won’t necessarily jive with the narrow and
exclusive pursuits of your company or client.

Think about what you need to accomplish with the content you write. Do you need to attract new
prospects? Convert established leads? Close a sale?

What sort of solution is this business selling, and what kind of content will best educate a
potential customer?

Say your client is a Honda dealership looking to generate more leads for their new Accord
inventory. When searching for “new Honda Accord,” you'll see the manufacturer’s page in the
top results. You’ll get Car and Driver, Jalopnik, Road & Track, and other big outlets with their
long-form reviews, instrumented test drives, and so on. These are pages you probably aren’t
going to beat with a landing page or a blog post on your dealer’s website, no matter how much
effort you put into it.

https://moz.com/blog/blog-post-length-frequency


Now search for “new Honda Accord for sale Raleigh,” or wherever you are. You’ll find third party
listings and inventory pages, and here is where you can capitalize on a content vacuum. And
you don’t have to write upward of 2,000 words to rank.

You can create a landing page that gives an overview of the Accord along with basic value
propositions. Then, on the same page, include the inventory for that model. You’re writing just
enough copy so that someone who has already done their research and is ready to buy a car
will say, “Yes, this is the car I’m looking for, and here are some options near me.”

With that in place, you can support that page with blog posts and other content according to
how you answer the next question.

What does your audience want?
Maybe they’re existing customers. Maybe they’re leads. Maybe it’s another business. Maybe
they’re just people who have a problem but aren’t sure what the solution is. Your audience is
who you’re creating content for, and you need to know what they want before you know what
kind of content to create.

You can map out different types of content along a contact’s buyer’s journey. Another way to
look at it is through your sales funnel.

Start at the point of conversion and work backward, up the sales funnel, when devising your
marketing strategy.

Someone lower in the funnel, closer to making a purchase should need less information. Once
they have the intent to buy, and once they know what they’re buying, they just need to know
how to buy it. Content aimed at people in this part of the funnel should be focused and succinct.
Show them where to go and what to do to complete the transaction. Point them toward your
conversion goal.

Apply this not only to the example before with the search “new Honda Accord for sale Raleigh,”
but to any person in the intent phase of the sales funnel. Whether they’re leasing a new car,
buying a pair of shoes, scheduling a dental appointment, or otherwise, these people know what
they want and will be ready as long as you make it easy for them.

Conversely, someone higher in the sales funnel might not have made their decision yet. They
don’t know the difference between the three sedans in your inventory. They aren’t sure what
kind of shoes to wear with their fall wardrobe. Their tooth hurts and they don’t know why. These
people need information, and if you want their business, you need to educate them. They need
further stimulus to take the next step.

When we think about where someone is in the sales funnel, we have a better understanding of
what form of content will be useful to them. Long-form, robust content focused on delivering

https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/what-is-the-buyers-journey
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/reunion-marketing-no-longer-digital-marketing-agency/
http://www.reunionmarketing.com/news/reunion-marketing-no-longer-digital-marketing-agency/


information is more helpful in the stimulus phase, while short-form, action-oriented
content based on delivering a solution is more helpful in the intent phase.

How much can you write?
Beyond the first two strategic questions, you also need to understand what’s within your means.
As the length of the content you write increases, the time it takes to create it goes up, as does
your cost per piece.

Long-form content requires more research to make it valuable and more editing to make it
readable. Plus it needs images and graphics, so it might have to make a stop in your design
department. If it’s evergreen content (and it should be if you’ve invested this much time into it
already), plan on taking time to spruce it up in the future, too.

All that time starts to add up, especially if you have multiple clients, and you’ll need to expand
your team or contract freelance writers if you want to keep up. If you’re handling content
creation for your own business, you’ll find out quickly whether or not reaching your goals is a
one person job.

None of this is to say writing long-form content precludes writing short-form content, or
vice versa. You can have a longer piece that you put time into over the course of several days or
weeks while still working on shorter pieces. Just be aware of your limits.

With these considerations in mind, we can loop back to answer the original question:

Should you be writing long-form or short-form content for your website?

Long-form? Short-form? Why Not Both?
Here’s the rub. You can take what I said about the sales funnel governing the length of your
content and run with it, but that creates a new conundrum.

If you focus on writing long-form content, you might reach a wider audience, but you’ll have less
content overall to guide people to your conversion goal.

If you focus on writing short-form content, you might convert more leads, but you’ll be speaking
to fewer people in total and sacrificing opportunities for growth.

Look at it from the reader’s perspective, too. Does the benefit of reading a long article on your
blog outweigh the cost (time) it takes to read it? Not when they can easily hit backspace and
find a shorter piece with a better answer.



This is where Dr. Nielsen returns with an essential cost/benefit analysis of long vs. short content.
I can’t stress enough how much you should read that article, but I’m going to summarize the
major takeaways from his model:

● The benefits of reading a piece of content vary depending on the readers.
● Most of the time, shorter pieces of content are more valuable to readers.
● Sometimes readers gain more value from longer, detailed pieces of content.

Instead of looking at a customer’s progress through the sales funnel, Nielsen is looking at its
duration, or the total time it takes someone to move through the funnel. By this logic, if your
customers move through the sales funnel rapidly, write short-form content. If it takes them a long
time to move through the funnel, write more long-form content.

But, inadvertently, we’ve turned this into a false dilemma.

The best strategy, according to Nielsen, is the third way:

“[The] very best content strategy is one that mirrors the users' mixed diet. There's no
reason to limit yourself to only one content type. It's possible to have short

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/content-strategy-long-vs-short/


overviews for the majority of users and to supplement them with in-depth coverage and
white papers for those few users who need to know more.

Of course, the two user types are often the same person — the one who's usually in a
hurry, but is sometimes in thorough-research mode.”

(Emphasis added.)

This is similar to the conclusion that Fishkin reaches in the “Whiteboard Friday” video linked
above:

“You should match your goals and your content goals with searcher goals. That's
how you should determine the length that you should put in there. If you are trying to
help someone solve a very specific problem and it is an easily answerable question and
you're trying to get the featured snippet, you probably don't need thousands of words of
content. Likewise, if you are trying to solve a very complex query and you have a ton of
resources and information that no one else has access to, [if] you've done some really
unique work, this may be way too short for what you're aiming for.”

So you should write content of varying lengths. Find the point where your objectives align with
your customers’ objectives and build your content strategy around that intersection. From there,
you can decide on a ratio of long and short content based on where your audience is entering
and exiting the sales funnel and how fast you expect them to move through it.

That ratio isn’t fixed, either. You can adapt as needed.

To put this idea into practice, let’s return to our Honda dealership. If lots of people are landing on
your Accord overview page but not converting, give it another pass. Revise the copy, restructure
the page layout, and make sure the purpose of the page is clear. If the page is experiencing low
traffic, think about what kind of content can support that page by stimulating your audience.

Concluding Thoughts
Don’t let anyone else tell you how long your content should be. Pay attention to what you’re
offering and the questions your customers are asking. You have all the answers you need in
your own data.

Just remember that whatever you publish, whatever content you create, make sure it’s
something you can stand by. “Even average content undermines your brand.”

As a content editor, I’m always trying to make sense of what we write and how we write it. If you
have something to say about this topic or a response to this post, feel free to leave a comment
or shoot me an email.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/write-articles-not-blogs/
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Edited Work

Reunion Marketing Takes on The 2017 CBT Automotive
Conference (Excerpt) - Reunion Marketing
The author of this post is someone who infrequently is asked to put their thoughts on paper, so I
took a fairly heavy-handed approach here. My goal was to improve the readability and flow of
the piece by cleaning up syntax and formatting, as well as shifting some of the wording for a
more conversational tone. The original text had little to no organizational headings, so I also
made sure to add those to better delineate the post.

Original
Earlier in March a few of the Reunion Marketing staff attended the 2nd CBT Conference in
Atlanta, Georgia. In this blog I will review the conference and show visually (yes, lot’s of photos)
some of the highlights and speakers from our trip.

For myself a big draw to this conference was it was an easy flight from Raleigh to Atlanta and
they had some speakers who I was really interested in hearing their perspectives on
automotive. After attending many automotive conferences it’s easy to hear the same people
speak multiple times, but this time I was able to hear Gary Vaynerchuk (CEO of VaynerMedia),
Scott Stratten (President of UnMarketing), and John Acuff (New York Times Best Selling
Author). It was great to hear the perspective from individuals outside the automotive industry,
but all are successful in their own right and giving their opinion on the automotive climate and
where they see opportunity today.

I would like to talk about a few takeaways from the main keynote with Gary Vaynerchuk. If you
haven’t seen it I recommend checking it out here (Gary Vaynerchuk CBT Keynote).

Edited
Earlier this year, I attended the 2nd CBT Automotive Conference in Atlanta, Georgia, along with
a few members of the Reunion Marketing team. It was a great experience, and I want to share
some of the highlights of our trip.

I have photos from the venue, insights from the speakers, and some invaluable advice from
Gary Vaynerchuk himself to share. Settle down and strap in – we’re going for a ride.

http://vaynermedia.com/
http://www.unmarketing.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWbqjksDJpI&t=1s
http://reunionmarketing.com/meet-our-team/


2017 CBT Automotive Conference: Why We Went
It’s always nice when a conference like CBT is convenient, and all we had to do to get there was
hop a flight down to Atlanta from Raleigh. The biggest draw for me was the speakers, though.
After attending many automotive conferences, it’s easy to hear the same people speak multiple
times. This time we heard from Gary Vaynerchuk (CEO of VaynerMedia), Scott Stratten
(President of UnMarketing), and John Acuff (New York Times Best Selling Author).

It was great to hear unique perspectives from individuals outside the automotive industry. All of
these speakers are successful in their own right, so when they gave their opinions on the
current automotive climate and the areas where they see opportunity, I wasn’t the only one
leaning forward in my chair.

Key Takeaways: Gary Vaynerchuk Says Dealers Have to Adapt
Of the speakers I was excited to see, Gary Vaynerchuk stole the show. This was one of the best
presentations I’ve seen at any conference, and you can watch the whole thing for yourself right
here.

Published
https://reunionmarketing.com/reunion-marketing-takes-2017-cbt-automotive-conference/

Google Local Packs (Excerpt) - Reunion Marketing
This piece had a stronger writer, so I was able to take a lighter touch. While it was already
organized well, I found some opportunities to improve word choice and syntax in order to make
sure the information was clearly communicated.

Original

The Bigger Picture
Word broke in the SEO community that Google was testing the mobile results of showing only 2
businesses in local packs rather than 3 at the end of March. So far, this beta test has been
witnessed on both iPhone and Android devices. It’s worth noting that this test has only been
limited to mobile devices. So far, this local SEO update has been spotted mostly impacting
restaurant searches.

But, the bigger picture is this: Google tests things constantly! Algorithm updates are
something everyone who utilizes a search engine knows to expect, but format and expressional
updates are just as important to be monitoring when trying to grow traffic and leads.

http://vaynermedia.com/
http://www.unmarketing.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWbqjksDJpI&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWbqjksDJpI&t=1s
https://reunionmarketing.com/reunion-marketing-takes-2017-cbt-automotive-conference/
https://localu.org/google-testing-mobile-serps-with-no-3-packs/


A test such as this could seem quite minor, but actually make grave impacts on organic visibility.
If this rollout were to become a permanent feature, the chances of your dealership appearing in
a local pack just decreased by 33%. The statistical significance that could make on the
sessions, calls, and direction requests to your dealership could be dramatic and result in the
need to invest more money in other advertising avenues like paid search marketing.

How To Stay Ahead of the Curve
As more updates about this test come forward, Reunion is staying on top of monitoring our
dealer networks’ local packs to ensure dramatic and potentially catastrophic impacts aren’t on
the horizon. The absolute best way to ensure your dealership's visibility in local pack results is
to optimize your listings frequently and display accurate information.

Edited

The Bigger Picture
Word broke in the SEO community at the end of March that Google was testing showing only 2
businesses in local packs rather than 3 on mobile. So far, this local SEO update appears to be
focused on restaurant searches, and the beta test has been observed on both iPhone and
Android devices. As of now, we haven’t noticed this being tested on desktop.

But the bigger picture is this: Google tests things constantly! Algorithm updates are
something everyone who uses a search engine knows to expect, but it’s just as important to
monitor format and expressional updates when trying to grow traffic and leads.

A test like this one could seem minor but actually have a major impact on organic visibility. If this
rollout were to become a permanent feature, the chances of your dealership appearing in a local
pack just decreased by 33%. The statistical significance that could make on the sessions, calls,
and direction requests to your dealership could be dramatic and result in the need to invest
more money in other advertising avenues like paid search marketing.

How to Stay Ahead of the Curve
As more updates about this test come forward, Reunion is closely monitoring our dealer
network’s local packs. We always want to ensure that, if dramatic changes are on the horizon,
we can help you avoid potentially catastrophic impacts to your traffic. The absolute best way to
maintain your dealership's visibility in local pack results is to optimize your listings frequently
and display accurate information.

Published
https://reunionmarketing.com/google-local-packs/

https://reunionmarketing.com/solutions/paid-search-marketing/
https://localu.org/google-testing-mobile-serps-with-no-3-packs/
https://reunionmarketing.com/solutions/paid-search-marketing/
https://reunionmarketing.com/google-local-packs/


Why You Should Preview Your Paid Search Text Ads – and
How (Excerpt) - Reunion Marketing
For this lengthy, dense piece my priority was making sure that readers could easily find the
information they were looking for. With a post like this that attempts to answer a range of
questions within one topic, I focused on making sure the headings stood out, that topics were
grouped logically, and that the key takeaways of each paragraph were easy to extract.

Original
Competitive / Market Research
I’m competitive. That’s a characteristic that bodes well for anyone in search marketing. Not just to
get the top spot, but to deliver the best ROI possible. There are a lot of ways to enhance the ROI
for our clients through ad copy. One thing I like to do is refresh and highlight any monthly
specials/incentives that my clients might be running. But before I ask a client what upcoming
specials they might be running, I try to figure out what my competitors are offering and more
importantly, if they are using those offerings in their ad copy. Previewing ads help us gain
meaningful insight into our competitors’ short term and long term ad copy strategy.

Are they updating their ads regularly?
How often? SEMRush and SpyFu both have tools that show ad copy updates as well.
Which ads?
Is their messaging aggressive?
Do I need to report them to Google?

Anybody can run an auction insights report and see what competitor domains are showing up for
similar searches (only on 2-4% of the available impressions… thanks Google). But what the
auction insights report doesn’t tell us is the messaging competitors are using in their ads and the
specific promotions they are pushing. I’ve had competitors directly call my client out on a branded
search with a $25 Visa Gift Card offer just to sign up for a free demo. This is something our clients
should know about and we need to create a strategy around these tactics to combat it. I certainly
don’t want to have to explain why our CPCs jumped 300% for branded terms and our leads
dropped because a competitor was buying our client’s brand name and offering a $25 Visa Gift
Card just to get sign up for their free demo.

Here’s a more specific example:

A searcher searches for “honda civic lease deals.” We preview the search using Google’s Ad
Preview Tool and we see the hypothetical results. Our main competitor is offering an $89/month
Honda Civic Lease, which is highlighted in their ad text. We can use that information. Let’s ensure
that we at least matched their lease price offering in our primary marketing area. We can take it a
step further and, for our PMA/extended locations, we can recommend our client drop the monthly
lease price by just $5 to earn help earn business and entice customers to drive a bit farther, but to
save $5 per month for 3 years ($90 during life of the lease).  We can check back each month and
see what competitors are offering on all their specials and at least match or undercut them to earn
more high intent, low funnel paid search clicks to boost ROI. I do understand that managing this



type of search market research for all clients and coordinating ad copy updates, landing pages,
etc. can be difficult.

Preview and Combat Truncation: My Biggest Pet Peeve

Truncation happens when your ad is automatically clipped because it’s too long to display in a
given placement. We’ve all seen it happen. Your headline 2 will get cut off rendering your perfectly
crafted CTA useless. Depending on the device and extension combination - truncated text can
happen on our display URLs, sitelinks (especially mobile), headline 2, structured snippets, and
even descriptions.

Mobile sitelinks vs mobile preferred
One thing that I love doing is making sure my sitelinks are optimized for mobile devices and are
not truncated since there is less real estate on mobile. The character limit for mobile sitelink is
between 18/25 and 23/25 characters depending on the character’s width (“M” is bigger than “I”),
but the only way to be sure is to get your ad to show on mobile.

Edited

2 Reasons You Should Preview Your Text Ads

Competitive and Market Research
I’m competitive. That’s a characteristic that bodes well for anyone in search marketing, not just to
get the top spot, but to deliver the best ROI possible.

There are lots of ways to enhance our clients’ ROI through ad copy. One thing I like to do is
refresh and highlight any monthly specials/incentives that my clients might be running. But before
I ask a client what upcoming specials they might be running, I try to figure out what my
competitors are offering and more importantly, if they are using those offerings in their ad copy.
Previewing ads help us gain meaningful insight into our competitors’ short term and long term ad
copy strategy.

● Are they updating their ads regularly?
● How often? (SEMRush and SpyFu both have tools that show ad copy updates as well)
● Which ads?
● Is their messaging aggressive?
● Do I need to report them to Google?

Anybody can run an auction insights report and see which competitor domains are showing up for
similar searches (only on 2-4% of the available impressions… thanks Google). But what the
auction insights report doesn’t tell us is the messaging competitors are using in their ads and the
specific promotions they are pushing.

I’ve had competitors directly call my client out on a branded search with a $25 Visa Gift Card offer
just to sign up for a free demo. This is something our clients should know about and we need to



create a strategy around these tactics to combat it. I certainly don’t want to have to explain why
our CPCs jumped 300% for branded terms and our leads dropped because a competitor was
buying our client’s brand name and offering a $25 Visa Gift Card just to get sign ups for their free
demo.

Here’s a more specific example:

Someone searches for “honda civic lease deals.” We preview the search using Google’s Ad
Preview Tool and we see the hypothetical results. Our main competitor is offering an $89/month
Honda Civic Lease, which is highlighted in their ad text. We can use that information. Let’s ensure
that we at least matched their lease price offering in our primary marketing area.

We can take it a step further and, for our PMA/extended locations, we can recommend our client
drop the monthly lease price by just $5 to earn help earn business and entice customers to drive a
bit farther, but to save $5 per month for 3 years ($90 during life of the lease).  We can check back
each month and see what competitors are offering on all their specials and at least match or
undercut them to earn more high intent, low funnel paid search clicks to boost ROI.

I understand that it’s difficult to manage this type of search market research for all clients and
coordinate ad copy updates, landing pages, and so on. But hard work is its own reward.

Preview and Combat Truncation
Truncation is my biggest pet peeve. We’ve all seen it happen, when your ad is automatically
clipped because it’s too long to display in a given placement. Your headline 2 gets cut off,
rendering your perfectly crafted CTA useless.

Depending on the device and extension combination, truncated text can happen on our display
URLs, sitelinks (especially mobile), headline 2, structured snippets, and even descriptions.

Mobile Sitelinks vs. Mobile Preferred
I always make sure my sitelinks are optimized for mobile devices and aren’t truncated since there
is less real estate on mobile. The character limit for mobile sitelink is between 18/25 and 23/25
characters depending on the character’s width (“M” is bigger than “I”), but the only way to be sure
your ad isn’t truncated is to get it to show on mobile, like this:
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